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November 16, 1992

RBG- 37753
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U.S. Nuclear Regulato4y Commission *

Document Control Desk
_

Washington, D.C. 20555

Gentlemen:

River Bend Stttion - Unit i
Docket No. 50-458

Enclosed you will find an Info;mational Renort concerning the discovery of traces

,
of engine cooling water discovered in samples of tube oil in the Division I
emergency diesel generator. USU is submitting this report per NRC request
during a telephone co.iversation on October 26,1992. This conversation included
GSU personnel ar.d NRC representatives from Rc , ion IV, including the River
Bend Senior Resident Inspector, Region 11 and NRR.

Sincerely,
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W.H. Odell
Manager - Oversight
River Bend Nuclear Group-
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cc: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 400
Arlington, TX 76011

NRC Resident Ir.3pector
P.O. Box 1051
St. Francisville, LA 70775

INPO Records Center
1100 Circle Parkway
Atlanta, GA 30339-3064

Mr. C.R. Oberg - - -

Public Utility Commission of Texas
7800 Shoal Creek Blvd., Suite 400 Ncnth

'
Austin, TX 78757

Ir,uisiana Department of En.ironmenta! Quality
Nuclear Energy Division
P.O. Box 82135
Baton Rouge. LA 70884-2135
ATTN: Administrator
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INFOIGIATIONAL REPORT

INTRODUCTION

On October 15,1992, with the reactor operating at 100% power (Operational Condition 1), the
Division ! Fmergency Diesel Genemfor (EDG) was intentionally removed from service to
investigate tuces of engine cooling uter that had been found in samples of the lube oil. The
plant entered a 72-hour shutdown LCO under Technical Specification 3.8.1.1, at 0811 hours on
October 15, 1992.

The source of the jacket water was identifimi as a minute leak from the #4 cylinder head into
the valve tmin an:a on top of tie head. From this area, the water migrated to the engine tuse
through the push rod access area and camshaft gallery, and then to the oil sump in the auxiliary
skid. Much of the water collected in a low point dmin located between the base and sump. It
is from this drain that the oil samples containing the water were taken.

The decision was made to declare the diesel inoperable and replace the atfected cylinder head
within the time limit of the LCO which was entered into for the investigation. However,
discovery of the leahage source did tot const.itute a valid test or failure as defined in Reg. Guide
1.108. The evaluation which reached this conclusion is given below. Since there was no test
or failure, a Special Report under Technical Sp cification 4.8.1.1.3 is noi required. GSU does
consider this event to be slynificant, and has verbally discussed it with the NRC staff.
Additional relevant information is being provided to NRC in this report.

IIACKGROUND, INVESTIGATION AND EVALUATION

; On October 13, 1992, the mvision I EDG was started for a monthly surveillance test under
i STP-309-0201. After the c@e had started and reached synchronous speed, the. operator

noticed that the differential pressure across the oil filter was higher than nonnal, and the tube

| oil manifold pressure was slightly lower than nonnal. The operator manually shut down the
| ent,ine As defined in Reg. Guide 1.108, this occurrence did not e,ualify.as a valid test or

tailure, because the filter and manifold pressures would not have prevented the EDG from
performing its safety function, had it not been shut down. The tube oil manifold pressure was-
46 psi, well above the 30 psi minimum. The Alann Response Procedure instructs the operator

! to switch the oil filters while the engine is nmning, and the EDG is designed to accommodate
this actici in this case,'since there was no emergency or accident in progress, the operator
acted in a ; operly conservative manner in shutting down the engine.

| While the engine was shut down, the lube oil system was switched to the redundant fibr, and

| the EDG was restarted under the STP. Lube oil pressures in all components were normal, but
the engine shut down automatically due to a malfunctioning trip valve in the noa safety-related'-

shutdown control system. This invalid failure was addressed in a Special Report dated
November 10,1992. The failure is not in any w f related to the presence of water in the lube
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oil. After the trip valve was repiaed, a maintenance run was perfonned to check the control'

logic. Several hours later, the STP was successfully compicted to verify the operability of the
EDG. Jurir.g these runs, no abnonnal oil pressures or other engine operating parameters were
observed.

A lube oil sample taken on October 13, from the drain valve between the engine base and oil
sump, contained approximately 25 ml of water. A second sample was immediately taken at the
same location, and no water was found. A subsequent analysis of the water revealed traces of
the corrosion inhibitor used in the lacket water, isolating jacket water as the source. On Octotrr
14, another set of multip;e ou samples was taken from the drain valve, with 25 ml of water
found in the first, and none in the second. Twelve hours later, another drain valve sample found
no water. Additional samples were also taken at various places around the engine, including all
the oil filter drains and the oil cooler dmin, and no water was found. Samples were pipetted
from the bottom of the skid-mounted oil sump, and later from ;he engine base. A trace of water
wu found in the sump. These samples isolated the source of the jacket water intrusion to the
engine, eliminating a tube leak in the oil cooler.

Entegrise Engme Services of Cooper Industries, the EDG manufacturer. was consulted to
evrluate ti.e effect of a minor jacket wa*.er intrusion on the operation of the engine. Enterprise
engineers and field service representatives stated that, considering the 700 gallon voh me ot the
lube oil system, 'his trace amount of water was much too small to potentially cause a problem
with the engine bearings or other sliding surfaces. It was noted that all oil samples taken
downstream of the main filters, in the engine supply lines, were within specifications. They also
stated that during an extended nm, any additional water intnision, ifit occurred, would tend to
vaporize due to the elevated temperatures inside the engine. The vapor would be eliminated
through the sump and crankcase vents to the atmospl.ere. Based on this, Er'erprise stated that
the en;;ine would have nm for 30 days if necessary, without deleterious effects.

GSU and Entegrise agreed that the possible engine-related sources of the jacket water intrusion
ivtere a leaking head or cylinder liner below the ring travel arta, or leaking lower liner seals.

Neither a cracked cylinder head fire face nor a liner leaking water above the ring travel area
could have been the source, as numerous evolutions of barring over and air-rolling this engine
had shown that no liquid was present in any cylinder.

A maintenance work package was ini iated and planned to determine the source of the moisture
in the crankcase, and the engine was taken out of service as described above. The crankcase
access covers and valve covers were removed to check for leaks at a. 'sible locations. No
water was found in oil samples from the engine base. Some condensed wer vapor was found
under each valve cover, ever the access passage to the camshaft gallery, as if condensation had
risen from below. On the #4 valve cov- however, condensed water was found all oser the
underside, indicating that a top end leak on this cylinder could be the source.

To expedite the investigatim the jacket water system vent was closed, and a regulated
compressed air nipply unnected. The jacket water system was pressurized to approximately

i
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24 psi. (Note: Operating pressures are almut 16 .osi at the water pump and just above
etmospheric in the cylinder heads Factory pressure tests were at 40 psi for the exhaua shraud;
100 psi for the block,125 psi for the heads, 225 psi for the ASME III components, etc.
Twenty-four psi ,vas therefore safe.) A visual inspection inside the crankcase found no water
leaking past the liner seals, and no water sceping from betwern the liners and piston skirts. This,

'

climinated a leaking liner lower seal as the source of the jat ket water intrusion, isolating it to
the top end of the engine. Inyections of the top end revealed a very small leak on the #4
cylinder head. The water was seeping around the threads of one of the bolts which secure the
cylinder head subcoser to the head. The apparent scuce of the water was a leak from the water
passage in the cylinder head into the tapped hele for the subcover bolt. The installed bolt
appeared to provide some restriction to flow of the leaking water.

'

The remaining seven cylinder heads were carefully inspected before the pressure was reduced, j

and no other leaks were found. As the pressure was decreased, the leak rate diminished i

signiGeantly. Whe, he vent was opened and the system returned to its standby condition
pressure, which is Laut 24" water gauge at the heads, the leak was barely discernable. '

TEST / FAILURE DETEIO11 NATION, REG, GUIDE 1.10h

Reg. Guide 1.108 was consulted to determine whether v. .ter leakage from this part of the engine
could have constiteted a test or failure. Regulatory bition C.?.e.(8) states: " Cranking or
venting pmcedures that lead to the discovery of conditions (e.g., excessive water or oil in a
cylinder) that would have resulted in the failure of the diesel generator unit during test or during
response to a bona fide signal should be considered a valid test and failure " Although the ,

source of the jacket water leak had not been discovered during cranking or venting, and there
was certainly no water or cil in any cylinder, an unusual "conditica" had been discovered;
therefore, the evaluation was needed. -

_

The focus of the evaluation first addressed whether the EDG would have started, loaded, rmd
completed an extended run of 30 days at the time the source of the ' ak was discovered. As
explained above, the EDG would have successfully started and mn, carrying out it:, safety-
related mission, as the traces of water leaking in would tend to vaporize rather than accumulate
ucr time. The actual amoum of water intrusion during operation would have been little more
:h..a at standby condition, owing to the restriction cicated by the installed subcover bolt. The
pressure test desc.ibed above had veriGed this. -

Also evaluated was a continual slow (approximately 25 ml/ day) leak ofjacket water into the lube
oil under standby conditions, when the engine is not running and the internal temperatures are
somewhat cooler. In this case, the jacket water would be more likely to accumulate in the sump
than vaporize. It could . e postulated that if the water accumulated unnoticed for 30 days, which .

is the time between scheduled surveillances and oil samples, and the EDG auto-started fro n a
bona Ode signal, that the filter would be restricted to the point of starving the engine fcr cil,
damaging it and preventing it from carrying out its mission. This would seem to suggest a valid
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test and failure under C.2.cJ8), but the October 13 engine nms invalidate this Imstulation.

With the engme nuining, stresses are placed on the cylinder head which could cause some latent
defect or anomaly to open up a Makage path. With the engine shut down and cooled to standby
temperatures, tbre are no operating or thennal transient stresses on the cylinder heads at all.
Therefore, the leak in question must have staned during or immedicely after the previous
surveillance run, and the ivater actually did accumu; ate for the 30 days between the
surveillances. During the first October 13 nm, differential pressure across the filter was above
normal, indicating that a sniall amount of water present in the tump had been trapped in the
filter. The oil manifold pressure, however, was well above the minimum safe limit. Once the
oil filters were switched, however, the dif ferential and mamfold pressures showed no variation
from nonnal, despite two hours nm time and several hours at standby conditions. This verified
that the amount of water intmsion during operation is negligible, as was stated by the Enterprise =

engineers.
4

The sump n the low point in the oil system, and any accumulated water would be there and
picked up during the initial start and wat t'; the tilter, where all or mcst of it would be trapped.
The only additional water to enter the oil would have to come from the leak itself, and this
would be negligible as described above. hiost or all of this would vaporize when the engine

'

heated up. The first October 13 engine nm actually demonstrated that the EDG would have a

'
responded to a bona liJe signal and run without failure, because it took place under conditions
identical to the worst-case postulation of 30 days unnoticed water accumulation since thei

previous surveillance.

The Failure blodes and Effects Analysis in the USAR specifies the period for w hich no opemtor
action is awumed as the first 20 minutes into the accident scenatio. After this, an operator

I woulu le present to switch the oil filters, should he deem it necessary. Credit for this need not
be taken, however. Based on the pressure conditions observed during the October 13 nms, the
lack of water downstream of the filter, and the fact that accumulated water must be in the sump
and discharged while starting, restriction across the oil filter would not continue to increase*

during extended operation. Consequently, the manifold pressure would continue to re;aain well
within safe limits. This supports the concludon that the EDG would have nm safely fw a full
30 days if needed, without the need for operator action.

,

INITIAL CORRECTIVE ACTION

Although this condition has been found not to be a valid test or failure, or to paga significant
safety hazard, this had not been determined for certain at the time ne source ofthe water leak
was found. GSU therefore decided to declare 'he EDG inoperable and replace the leaking
cylinder head. This conservative approach eliminated any queion of the equipment being
" operable but degraded" and kept at maximum its overall iong-tenn reliability. Under
Condition Report 92 0842 and an associated maintenance work order, the head was replaced,g

the oil was changed, and the engine base and sump were cleaned out. The EDG was then nm
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at 75 to 100 percent load for approximately 10 hours, stopping periodically for the required hot
retorques to seat the copper gaskets under the air stan valve and fuel injector. Surveillance
procedure STP-309-0201 was then completed successfully to verify operability. The EDG was
made available for service at about 204u hours ca October 17, and declared operable saonly
thereafter.

Subsequent oil samples have detected no jacket water present.

CAUSE OF TIIE CONDITION

Although the source of the leak was positively identified. its root cause hat 6 ,cen determined
as of the date of this report. The affected head has t>een shipped to the Cooper Induuries
manufacturing facility in Grove City, PA, where it awaits the arrival of GSU Engineering to
witness and take pan in a detailed root cause evaluation. The evaluation 's scheduled to begin
on Novunber 17, 1992. The start date was delayed to allow time to reain the services of an
independent failure analysis consuhant, who will also witness and pa 4pte in the evaluation.
GSU, however, retains the final authority in detennining the root ca se of the water leak.

9

Preliminary wa:er tests perfonned at Cooperladustnes found that the cylinder heed leaked when
pressurized with cool water, but did not leak when pressmizeu with hot (180'F) water. Pressure
used was about 100 psi. This suggests a leak path which closes up when the engine is tunning
and the jacket water is hot. Investigations will continue during the root cause analysis.

REPORTABILITY AND I.ONG-TERM CORRECTIVE ACTION

The initial corrective action taken at River Bend was to replace the letung cylinder herd,
restonng the EDG to its most reliable condition. This has been completed. Also, until the root
cause is determined, GSU has increased the frequency for luce oil sampling from monthly to
weekly. Based on the overall history oi' Enterprise Group III heads, and the lack of any similar
previous problems at River Bend, this condition is seen as an isolated occurrence. Replacmg
the affected River Bend head with another Group III head should therefore pose no question as
to the reliability of this EDG.4

The infonnation gathered to date suggests that this condition is not reponable under 10CFR21.
The results of the upcoming failure analysis, however, will be used in perfonning a final
assessment concerning 10CFR21 reportability, and detennining the need for additional corrective
action. The experience of other nuclear utilities will abo be pan of the evaluation, hence, the
TDI Diesel Owners' Group will be involved, as well as the engine manufacturer.
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